Effect of BSO on the radiation response at low (0-4 Gy) doses.
Depletion of thiols by various agents has been shown to radiosensitize hypoxic cells. The agent BSO is used to specifically inhibit GSH synthesis, and the effect of this treatment on radiation response, particularly in the region of clinical interest, was studied using automated microscopic identification of cells for measurement of high survival levels. In both CHO and V79 cell lines, the enhancement rations were greater at low doses (80% S) than at high doses (2% S) in cells irradiated in hypoxia. GSH depletion also affected the aerobic response in both dose regions, with again higher ER's observed at low doses. These results support previous studies which suggest that GSH levels affect the shoulder portion of the survival curve. However, as with untreated cells, the OER's remain higher at high doses than at low doses, in BSO treated cells of both lines. These studies complement an earlier low-dose study on diamide by Skarsgard and co-workers, and were carried out to increase our understanding of the factors which affect radiation sensitivity in the range of doses used in fractionated regimens in the clinic.